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WELCOME to our weekly public 
open evenings for the 2017/18 

season. Each night there will be a 
half-hour talk which begins promptly 
at 7.15pm: tonight Dave Green will 
be giving us a talk about historical 
observations of supernova 
explosions in our Galaxy.

The talk is followed by an oppor-
tunity to observe if (and only if!) the 
weather is clear. The IoA’s historical 
Northumberland and Thorrowgood 
telescopes, along with our modern 
16-inch telescope, will be open 
for observations. In addition, the 
Cambridge Astronomical Association 
will provide a floorshow outdoors on 
the Observatory lawns, relaying live 
images from their telescopes and 
providing a commentary. If we’re un-
lucky and it’s cloudy, we’ll offer you a 
conciliatory cup of tea after the talk 
(with perhaps some more astro-in-
formation in the lecture theatre for 
those who want to stay on).

Our weekly welcome

Dave Green
Historical observations of supernova 
explosions in our Galaxy

TONIGHT’S SPEAKER

NASA’s Juno space probe has been in 
orbit around Jupiter since summer 
2016. The Juno probe is well named: in 
Greek mythology, Juno was the wife of 
Jupiter, and was able to peer through 
the clouds he made to hide himself, 
revealing Jupiter’s true nature. And 
true to its mythological namesake, the 
Juno space probe is starting to reveal 
Jupiter’s darkest secrets.

The probe is equipped with both 
visible and infra-red cameras, photo-
graphing deep into the planet’s cloud 
layers. It is also able to measure subtle 
variations in Jupiter’s gravitational 
field, calculating how its mass is 
distributed. “We’re at the beginning of 
dissecting Jupiter,” said Scott Bolton, 
the Juno mission leader.

Juno has discovered that at each 
pole is a giant cyclone. While that isn’t 
surprising, Juno also observed that 
each of these cyclones is surround-
ed by a geometrical arrangement of 
smaller cyclones – eight at the North 
pole and five in the South (see picture 
above). “We don’t really understand 
why that would happen, and why 
they would collect up there in such a 

geometric fashion,” Bolton says. “That’s 
pretty amazing that nature is capable 
of something like that.”

Juno has also answered a 
long-standing question: whether Jupi-
ter’s iconic cloud bands are only ‘skin 
deep’, or whether they continue deep 
into the atmosphere. Juno has shown 
that the bands have deep roots, pen-
etrating over 3000 kilometres down 
towards Jupiter’s core. That’s 30 times 
thicker than Earth’s entire atmosphere.

Juno is also helping to reveal the 
behaviour of Jupiter’s hidden core, a 
longstanding mystery. Many scien-
tists expected Jupiter to be relatively 
uniform and boring below the clouds. 
But Juno has revealed that nothing 
could be further from the truth. Grav-
itational and microwave exploration 
of Jupiter’s depths have revealed that 
the gas giant lacks any solid core – it’s 
gas and liquid all the way down – and 
there are many strange behaviours, 
including ammonia fountains going 
on under the surface. “Jupiter is much 
more complex deep down than anyone 
anticipated.”, said Bolton.

Jupiter reveals its darkest secrets

Five cyclones encircle a sixth at Jupiter’s south pole, as seen by the Juno spacecraft. Colour 
represents heat coming from below: Yellow where clouds are thin; red where they are thick.
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Did you hear about the astronomer who spent 
all night wondering where the Sun had gone? 
It finally dawned on her.

Joke of the Week

Bumper haul of potentially habitable planets

This illustration depicts an 
exoplanet orbiting a red 

dwarf star. Red dwarfs tend 
to be magnetically active, 
displaying gigantic arcing 

prominences and a wealth of 
dark sunspots. Credit: NASA/

ESA/G. Bacon (STScI)

IF YOU’RE looking for habitable 
planets, cool dwarf stars are the place 
to look. Being cooler than the Sun, 
their habitable zones are close in to 
the star where planets are easy to find. 
The TRAPPIST planets, discovered last 
year, demonstrated the power of the 
technique: a single cool star was found 
to host three water-rich potentially 
habitable planets.

Now, a team led by Teruyuki Hirano 
(of the Tokyo Institute of Technology) 
has discovered a further 15 planets, 
orbiting 12 low mass cool dwarf stars 
within a few hundred light years of our 
solar system. The observations were 
made by NASA’s Kepler spacecraft, 
along with followup from ground-
based telescopes. “Red dwarf systems, 
especially coolest red dwarfs, are just 
beginning to be investigated, so they 
are very exciting targets for future exo-
planet research.”, said Hirano.

The brightest of the bunch, a red 
dwarf star known as K2-155, is particu-
larly special. Located around 200 light 
years away, the star plays host to three 

STUDYING the early Universe is chal-
lenging. Astronomers have to use the 
most powerful telescopes available to 
catch even a glimpse of galaxies billions 
of light years away.

However, the nearby galaxy NGC 
1277 might provide a clue that makes 
life easier. If new observations are 
correct, NGC 1277 could be a ‘relic 
galaxy’, a time capsule from the early 
Universe that has remained unchanged 
for the past 10 billion years. NGC 
1277 is around 240 million light years 
away. And while this might sound very 
distant, it’s basically in our cosmic 
backyard compared to the most distant 
galaxies out there. So having a relic 
from the ancient Universe so close and 
easy to study is a great find.

NGC 1277 is a so-called ‘red and 
dead’ galaxy. It finished its star-forma-

‘super Earths’ (rocky planets slightly 
larger than our own world). And one of 
(K2-155d) is likely to lie in the habita-
ble zone, meaning it could have liquid 
water on its surface.

These observations were made by 
NASA’s Kepler spacecraft, which orig-
inally launched in 2009. In June 2018 
NASA is due to launch the Transiting 
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), 
which will discover even more of these 
planets. “TESS is expected to find many 

tion ‘growth spurt’ around 10 billion 
years ago, and hasn’t changed much 
ever since. The clue to the galaxies 
‘time capsule’ nature came from stud-
ying the globular clusters orbiting the 
galaxy. Most galaxies have a mix of red 
and blue globular clusters – red ones 
that formed alongside the galaxy, and 
blue ones which form as the galaxy 
grows and evolves. But NGC 1277 only 

has red globular clusters, evidence that 
it has been in a state of ‘arrested devel-
opment’ for the past 10 billion years. 

The ancient galaxy will be a prime 
candidate for study with the upcoming 
James Webb Space Telescope, due to 
launch in 2019. By studying the mo-
tions and composition of the clusters 
around NGC 1277, astronomers hope 
to unlock the mysteries of this relic.

candidate planets around bright stars 
closer to Earth,” said Teruyuki Hirano. 
“This will greatly facilitate follow-up 
observations, including investigation of 
planetary atmospheres”.

Hubble tracks 
down fossil 
galaxy

The relic galaxy NGC 1277 (inset) 
lives near the centre of the Perseus 
cluster, which contains over 1,000 
galaxies (background). NGC 1277 is 
moving so fast through the cluster, 
at 2 million miles per hour, that it 
cannot merge with other galaxies to 
collect stars or pull in gas to fuel star 
formation. As a result, the galaxy is 
composed exclusively of aging stars 
that were born 10 billion years ago.

Credit: NASA, ESA, M. Beasley 
(Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias), 
and P. Kehusmaa


